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GRAMMATICAL AND STYLISTIC FEATURES OF FIXED WORD COMBINATIONS
IN THE AZERBAIJANI LANGUAGE WESTERN GROUP DIALECTS
The article has been dedicated to grammatical features of phraseological units (phrasemes) in the Azer-

baijani language western group dialects. According to the grammatical peculiarities, phraseological units in
question are divided into two groups: noun and verb collocations, just as in the traditional linguistics. In the
analysis noun and verb collocations are classified according to the number of constituents and parts of
speech, and the role of grammatical units in these combinations is analyzed. Fixed word combinations are
on the spotlight in our language in terms of both content and structure. Nouns and verbs play an important
role in the formation of fixed word combinations being in different structures and functions. Of course, the
usage frequency of parts of speech in fixed word combinations is different. While considering the Azerbaijani
language western group dialects, it becomes clear that the number of verb phrasemes is higher than the
other ones. Even though noun phrasemes are less by number, they have richer semantic peculiarities.

An important portion of fixed phrases is phrases whose main element is a verb. Speaking of which, it
should be noted that features and structures of verb-phrases depend on the grammatical features of the lan-
guage. That is why verb-phrases are different in different dialects. Unlike verbs, nouns are based on the im-
portance of the “essence” in terms of their lexical meanings. This essence can be manifested by material,
ideal, logical and grammatical categories formed through linguistics units. However, action, condition, rela-
tionships are expressed in lexical meanings of verbs, and in its center there is a “sign” which is considered a
logical category.

All verbs are universal with their own lexical meaning; therefore, every verb with full meaning gets closer
to syntagma. Every verb, as a nominative unit, has an onomasiology form. Analysis of action verbs in terms
of structure and semantic paradigm showed that some static verbs are a derivative form of action verbs.
Fixed verb-phrases are considered an equivalent to verbs according to their functions and carry all lexical
and semantic features of verbs.

Key words: Western group dialect and accents, noun phrasemes (phraseology units, phrases), verb
phrasemes (phraseology compounds), two-component and multi-component collocations.

One of the linguistics units that have been
formed and developed through the combination of
cogitation and language is fixed-word combina-
tions. Fixed-word combinations represent not only
nominative (naming), informative (data) attitude to
events and facts, but also personal and emotional
reflection. More specifically, fixed-word combina-
tions reflect figurative expression means of the
language. We should note that fixed-word combi-
nations’ being an equivalent to individual words is
among controversial issues in the linguistics.
There are a lot of fixed-word combinations that
can perfectly replace a word, for example, ba a
dü m k (to understand), qulaq asmaq (to listen),
yola dü m k (to depart) etc. However, even
though dynamics of the compounds is discerned
in most fixed-word combinations, they cannot be
substituted by individual words.

Dozens of compounds can be examples of this
type. This is a natural phenomenon. Phraseology
compounds are readily available in the language,
and therefore they are close to vocabulary [2,
p. 149] and often overlap. In this sense, the lexi-
cal-semantic study of fixed word combinations is
among pressing topics in the linguistics. Fixed
word combinations are on the spotlight in our lan-
guage in terms of both content and structure.
Nouns and verbs play an important role in the
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formation of fixed word combinations being in dif-
ferent structures and functions. Of course, the
usage frequency of parts of speech in fixed word
combinations is different. While considering the
Azerbaijani language western group dialects, it
becomes clear that the number of verb phrase-
mes is higher than the other ones. Even though
noun phrasemes are less numerous by number,
they have richer semantic peculiarities. Let us
consider each of them separately. “In order to
classify phraseological units in terms of meanings
and grammatical structures we need to study their
lexical, morphological, syntactical peculiarities in a
detailed way” [15, p. 27]. Unlike other word com-
binations, phraseological units are grammatically
stable word groups. Therefore, there is a big dif-
ference between morphological and syntactical
structures of fixed word combinations. According
to researchers, this feature is common for aggluti-
native languages [15, p. 16]. In general, classify-
ing phraseological units according to grammatical
structures is not something easy. The reason for
this is that phraseological units are integral and
unchangeable ones in terms of structure and se-
mantic meaning. “Being semantically integral also
limits grammatical independence of phraseologi-
cal units and makes them grammatically un-
changeable” [9, p. 108].

Noun phrasemes in the western group dia-
lects of the Azerbaijani language. The most
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common type of fixed word combinations are
noun phrasemes. Such phrasemes are composed
of either nouns or substantivized parts of speech.
“These phrasemes are formed like I, II, III type
noun phrasemes, but unlike them these phrase-
mes are not independent but stable” [6, p. 269].
Noun phrasemes in the Azerbaijani language are
formed in a few different ways. M. Mirzaliyeva has
sorted them out this way: 1) adjective+noun;
2) noun+noun; 3) noun+adjective; 4) noun+adverb;
5) those in which the first part is numeral; 6) those
which are in a form of a sentence [9, p. 109–113].
M. Mirzaliyeva’s model for Oghuz group of the
Turkic languages is relevant for the western
groups, and we will classify phrasemes of kipchak
languages according to those models as well.
However, in our view, it is not a good idea to in-
clude sentence-form phrasemes to this model as
well. We will talk about them separately.

1. Adjective + noun. The western group dia-
lects are rich with such collocations, and they are
the main part of phraseology. These types of units
differ from other phraseological units in their
meanings. Morphological features of adjectives
play a significant role in “adjective + noun” model
collocations. An adjective can form a phraseologi-
cal unit in case if it becomes substantivized, and
in this case proper nouns act like adjectives. For
example, “Nig r q yr tli” (14, p. 32).

Such phraseological units reflect a person, his
ability and habits and natural events.

2. Noun + noun – dü man ç p ri (Shusha);
Fatma n n nin hanas  (Jabbrayil); gözünün a -
qaras ; linin duzu; üzünün suyu; evinin uruzusu;
beyninin içalat  (Ganja);

3. Noun + adjective. This type of fixed word
combinations are divided into several types:

) noun+simple adjective – könlü tox – a per-
son who is not into anything, especially money;
a z  bo  – a person who cannot keep a secret; dili
uzun, qan  xaraf, domba göz, içi bo , ba  bo ,
baxt  qara, a l  q sa, gönü qal n, ç n d n bo ,
yaxdan yüngül, yri ayax, li k m. In these collo-

cations dependent parts are adjectives (usually
derived adjectives) and main parts are III person
possessive nouns and they have attributive
meanings: a z  ba l , gözl ri ya l , üstü örtülü,
qap s  aç q, cibi bo , gövd si dolu, ür yi k d rli
etc. Parts of such collocations become one com-
pound element of a sentence;

b) adjective + noun – A  torpax – a land which
does not give a crop; a  ya  (pouring rain); boz
ay –(march) (Shusha); enni yarpax (Shamkir).

4. Numeral + noun: bir çimdik baxdavarr x, bir
d qqa boy, min dilli. These collocations are con-
sidered phraseological units with numerals carry-
ing adverbial meaning: bir d md  (in one/same
pace).

In these models of noun collocations depend-
ent parts approach main parts and become de-
pendent and unable to change. However, main
parts can be changed by getting suffixes and can
be in grammatical relations with other words. In

the western group dialects nouns, adjectives, nu-
merals, pronouns and verbal advectives can di-
rectly approach nouns; e. g. “A  torpax”; “bir çim-
dik baxdavarr x”, “bir d qqa boy”.

5. Noun + adverb – Papa n n içi – (meaning
“head”). There are only few examples for this type
of fixed word combinations. In such collocations
main parts become in three cases of nouns –
yönlük, yerlik and ç x l q.

There are different considerations on subordi-
nation relationship between components of noun
collocations. There is no doubt that there is a ya-
nashma (meaning “approach”) relations between
components of some substantive combinations
(ya l yamac (green slope), uca çinar (high
plane)). Only F. Zeynalov noted that the first part
of such combinations is in indefinite possessive
case: “We should consider the first part of I type
attributive noun combinations an indefinite (with-
out suffixes) possessive case; e. g. uzun yol (long
way)” [13]. In fact, there is no ground for consid-
ering the first component an indefinite possessive
case. However, they can bring about some doubts
since there are different approaches on the rela-
tionship between the word in an indefinite posses-
sive case and the one after that.

In the previous literature there are not so many
different opinions on syntactical relationship be-
tween the parties of “the III type noun combina-
tions” (göyün ulduzu (the star of the sky), düny-
an n x rit si (the map of the world)).
A. Damirchizadeh [3, p. 197], M. Huseynzadeh [4,
p. 3] noted that the main relationship between
components of such combinations is uzlashma
(agreement). They choose agreement relationship
by considering the second constituent, but some
notes show that even though they talked about
agreement relationship, did not object to idare
(subordinate word-groups where there is a gov-
erning element) relations either. For example, it
was not a coincidence that M. Huseynzadeh used
the word “main” while talking about attributive
noun combinations by saying “the main syntactical
relation between parties of the III type attributive
noun combinations is agreement” [10, p. 127]. It is
clear that the other relation the author indicated is
idare. In his grammar book for schools which was
published a long ago he stated: “The III type at-
tributive noun combinations are formed through
agreement and idare (subordinate word-groups
where there is a governing element) relations.
These relations are formed with suffixes (posses-
sive and ownership)” [12, p. 25].

Most of scholars who studied this part of the
Azerbaijani language, including A. Abdullayev [1,
p. 9, 15, 31], R. Khalilov [5, p. 42], H. Mirzazadeh
[7, p. 31], Y. Seyidov [11, p. 12–38] and others
also noted that there are three kinds of relations –
uzlasma, yanasma, idare. This idea has been
widely accepted. Alongside nouns, pronouns and
infinite verbs and other parts of speech can also
be the first component of such combinations with
the possessive suffixes (maral n buynuzu (the
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horn of the deer), q rm z n n tündü, s nin n yin,
oxuma n faydas  (the advantage of studying),
a ll n n m sl h ti (the advice of the wise),
oxuyanlar n b `zil ri, bel sinin sözl ri etc.). The
first constituent being in possessive case shows
that there is a governing element.

Fixed verb-phrases in the western group
dialects of the Azerbaijani language. An im-
portant portion of fixed phrases constitute phrases
whose main element is a verb. Speaking of which,
it should be noted that features and structures of
verb-phrases depend on the grammatical features
of the language. That is why verb-phrases are
different in different dialects. Let us first analyze
lexical and semantic peculiarities of verbs before
talking about fixed verb-phrases in dialects in
question. Unlike verbs, nouns are based on the
importance of the “essence” in terms of their lexi-
cal meanings. This essence can be manifested by
material, ideal, logical and grammatical categories
formed through linguistics units. However, action,
condition, relationships are expressed in lexical
meanings of verbs, and in its center there is a
“sign”, which is considered a logical category. All
verbs are universal with their own lexical meaning;
therefore, every verb with full meaning gets closer
to syntagma. Therefore, every verb, as a nomina-
tive unit, has an onomasiology form. The analysis
of action verbs in terms of structure and semantic
paradigm showed that some static verbs are a
derivative form of action verbs. Fixed verb-
phrases are considered an equivalent to verbs
according to their functions and carry all lexical
and semantic features of verbs. The main portion
of fixed word combinations is fixed verb-phrases
in the western group dialects. These combinations
are very rich with their very different structures.
Scholars, who studied grammatical structure of
the Azerbaijani language so far, think that the rea-
son for such richness is a variety of grammatical
forms of verbs. In our opinion, such variety stems
from rich semantics of verbs. M. M. Mirzaliyeva
writes: “The main feature of phraseological com-
pounds is forming different combinations, and the
center of this formation is the meanings that the
verb carries. Richness of verb meanings gives
more possibilities to join with different words and
in this case all other exceptions are eliminated” [8,
p. 19–20].

Fixed verb-phrases in the western dialects are
divided into two groups:

1. Two-component fixed verb-phrases;
2. Multi-component fixed verb-phrases.
Two-component fixed verb-phrases. As it is

seen from their name two-component verb-
phrases consist of two components. One of the
constituents is absolutely a verb, and the other
one can be one of parts of speech. These phrases
are divided into three groups respective to the
structure of attributive word:

1. Attributive verbal phrasemes – a z na
baxmax (to listen/consider one’s words), a z n
ba lamax (to muzzle), a z n  yoxlamax (to learn

one’s opinion), aj  tutmax (to get angry), aj nnan
batmax (to become poor), anqutu ç xmax (to lose
weight), ar ac keçm x (to discord), arxa çöyür-
m x (to betray), ara vurmax (to set at variance),
ayax ç hm k (to trick), aya na dü m k (to beg),
bab g lm x (to comply with), ba ana n  ay rmax
(to fight, to beat), baxt  vurmax (to be happy),
baxt  ba lanmax (not to get married), barmax
basmax (to engage), barma na dolamax (to
make fun of), ba  a artmax (to learn, to become a
master), ba  doland rmax (to make ends meet),
ba  qatmax (to deceive), ba  yolda  (wife), ba a
çatmax (to end), ba a dü m k (to understand),
ba a vurmax (to reproach for service), ba  ç h-
m x (to experience sth), ba n  bi irm k (to de-
ceive), ba n  bitd m x (to trick, to deceive),
ba n  doldurmax (to trick, to deceive), ba na
götürm k (Fuz.) (to speak out loud, to shout),
ba n  toylamax (west) (to deceive), bavar el m x
(Fuz.), beddam el m x (Shusha) (to make sb
notorious); beyzüm el m x (Aghdam, Ganja,
Shusha), bin tutmax (Fuz.); binn t olmax (Fuz),
bo az acmax (Shusha) (to eat a lot), bo az
el m x (Füz) (to make pregnant), bo az olmax
(Fuz) (to get pregnant, to owe), bo az otarmax
(Barda) (to eat), bo aza g tirm k (Fuz) (to be fed
up), bozba  q zd rmax (Ganca) (to fuel disagree-
ment), dilini sürüm k; dili t pim x (Fuzuli); dili
g lm m x; dil bulamax (Füzuli); dil ç xartmax
(Aghdam); doda  qaçmax (Ganja); dolaf g lm x
(Aghdam); dov g lm x (Aghdam); cama: t aya
(Shusha); can almax (Fuzuli); can verm k
(Ganca); cana y max (Aghdam); can  yanmax
(Shusha); can na baxmax (Fuzuli); c br n  ç k-
m x (Fuzuli); c mbat olmax (Aghdam); cib sökm k
(Ganja); capan çalmax (Aghdam, Barda); ç p r
ç xm x (Aghdam, Fuzuli); çiç yi ç rtdamax (Agh-
dam); çil  ç xartmax (Aghdam); çömç  tutmax
(Aghdam); çömç  olmax (Fuzuli); daban döym x
(Fuzuli); dax ç km k (Shusha); da a dönm k
(Ganja); dala a g lm x (west.); dal nnan d ym x
(west.); dan g lm x (west.); dans x  ç xma
(Shusha); daram t v rmax (Fuzuli); da n  atmax
(Fuzuli); de ik axtarmax (Fuzuli) d fi dönm x
(Shusha); d hn  basmax (Fuzuli); ehdivar ba-

lamax (Ganja); eyni aç lmax; l ç km x (Fuz).
2. Two-element fixed verb-phrases whose at-

tributive element is a derived word: arhadara sal-
max (Barda); çidarr  olmax (Ganja); da all x
el m k (Fuzuli); d mxud qalmax (Aghdam);
dön lg si dönm x (Barda).

3. Two-element fixed verb-phrases whose at-
tributive element is a compound word: – a z göy-
ç hliy el m k – to curse; alaba r olmax – to be
afraid; alabayda  olmax – to be disgraced; arax-
varax el m k – to reveal; atdö ü el m k -; ba -
beynini doldurmax – to persuade, to trick; ba -göz
el m k – to make sb get married; d f -darax sal-
max (Fuzuli); dadamal dü m x (Ganja) – to get
into the habit of doing the same action.

Fixed verb-phrases in the western dialects are
divided into following groups according to gram-
matical forms:
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1. Noun in the nominative (common) case +
verb: ba  a artmax; ba  doland rmax; ba  qat-
max; ba  yolda ; bo az acmax (Shusha); bo az
el m x (Fuz); bo az olmax (Fuz); bo az otarmax
(Barda); ri d  k sm x` (Jabrayil); f  vurmax
(Goy-gol); fikir ç hm x`(Jabray l, Aghdam); g hgir
olmax; gic el m x`(Barda); gül vurmax (Jabrayil);
gün a lamax (Jabrayil);

2. Noun in the possessive case + verb. We did
not stumble across any fixed verb-phrases like
this in dialects that were studied.

3. Noun in yonluk case (one of the noun cases
in the Azerbaijani language meaning “direction”) +
verb: l  almax (Jabrayil); l  salmax (Fuz); l
verm x (Aghdam); tin -qan na yerihl m x
(Jabrayil); fikr  getm x`(Barda); gözün  basmax
(Jabrayil); gözün  durmax (Jabrayil); gözün  kül
üfürm x` (Aghdam); gir  ke m x`(Jabrayil, Fu-
zuli);

4. Noun in the case of tasirlik + verb: li get-
m x` (Jabrayil); li g lm x (Jabrayil)`; li g tir-
m x` (Jabrayil); li üzülm x` (Jabrayil, Ganja, Go-
ranboy, Shamxor); F r  tutmax (Jabrayil); F s
yatmax (Jabrayil); gözü ba lamax (Fuzuli); gözü
dü m x`(Jabrayil); gözü q zmax (Ganja); gözü
tutmax (Aghdam); gözü tü m x` (Fuzuli);

5. Noun in yerlik case (one of noun cases in
the Azerbaijani language meaning “place”) + verb:
gözünd  qalxmax (Fuzuli); gözünd  qoymax;
göyd  almax (Aghdam);

6. Noun in chixishlik case (one of noun cases
in the Azerbaijani language meaning “from
where”) + verb: l- ya  yerd n-göyd n üzülm k
(Jabrayil); ld n- yaxdan dü m x (Fuz., Jabrayil);

ld n salmax (Fuz); bo azdan k sm x`(Yevlax).
Multi-component fixed verb-phrases. These

compounds are stable to very diverse composi-
tion, that is, the composition of the various se-
mantic shades are united around a new meaning
to the words: a l  yerin  g lm k; anas nnan

mdiyi südü burnunnan tökm k; ar  yeyib namusu
dal na atmax; a na soyux su qatmax; bala-
manç ya d m tutmax; ba  da dan-da a d ym k;
ba  dunux olmax; ba na da  salmax; ba na
götürm k; ba na hava g lm k; ba na soyux
d ym k; burun tovu verm k (Aghdam); burnun-
nan uza  görm m k (Fuzuli); can na l qatmax
(Aghdam); can n  bo aza y max (Fuzuli); can n n
hay na qalmax (Barda); çim ya  içind  üzm x
(Aghdam); çulunu sudan quru ç xarmax (Agh-
dam); da  da  üst  qoymamax (Fuzuli); da

t yinn n tökm k (Aghdam); d risin  saman
doldurmax (Aghdam); d risini bo az nnan ç xar-
max (Aghdam); d rdini iç ri salmax (Fuzuli);
d stana qoymax (Aghdam); d m x qalmax (Fu-
zuli); d rnaxnan tin aras na girm x (Aghdam);
di ar  i  tutmax (Aghdam); di i ba rsa n  k s-
m k (Shusha); Multicomponent stable verb-
phrases: boynuna ip salmax (Aghdam) – to de-
ceive, to make sb get married; boynuna u ax
dü max (Fuz) – to get pregnant; ba na hava
g lm k (Ganja) – to become crazy, to get mad;
ba na soyux d ym k (Barda) – to get angry; bir

sözünü iki el m k (Aghdam) – not to listen to sb’s
words; cin at na minm k (Barda) – to get angry;
çat s  bo az na ke m x (Fuzuli) – to escape from
sb; dü man d yirman na su töhm x – to play into
enemy’s hands; d z qquluya d m verm k (Fuzuli).
The statistical analysis of these compounds
showed that sometimes within the collocations are
either key or auxiliary component: a l na duz ba-

lamax; a z  qat x k sm m k; a z na çullu
doy an s mamax; a z na q f l vurmax; a z na
qoyut almax; a z n  aç f gözünü yummax; dili a -
z na s mamax (Fuzuli); dili topux çalmax
(Shusha); dilini i  salmax (Aghdam); dilinin
balas na dü m x (Fuzuli); dilind  tük bitm k
(Shusha); dilind  söz bitif (Ganja); (Aghdam); l-

ya a dü m k (Jabrayil); l- yaxl  olmax (Jabray-
ill); l- ya  yerd n-göyd n üzülm k (Jabrayil); l-

ya n  bir yer  ba lamax (Fuz); l yeri qoymax
(Fuz., Ganja). If we look at the examples, we will
see that classifying them according to the seman-
tic and grammatical features of the components is
challenging.

Interestingly enough, some scholars did divide
these verb-phrases into two groups: 1) Phrases
that are in a form of a word combination;
2) Phrases that are in a form of a sentence [16,
p. 65–75]. From this perspective, we also come
across fixed word combinations that are in a form
of a sentence: ba n  soxma a yer yer axtarmax
(Ganja); bu da yeyib cennetden ç xmax (Fuzuli);
iki gözünü bir de ihd n ç xarmax (Ganja); ilan
a z nnan qurtarmax (Goranboy); gor öyün  sa lam
ba  aparmamax (Jabrayil, Fuzuli); l yi l nib x l-
viri göyd  oynamax (Fuz). These collocations are
still used as a proverb. Despite the potential of
verbs in the western group, not all of them take an
active part in the formation of stable word combina-
tions. Since verbs individually represent broad lexi-
cal-semantic meanings, in spite of them being ac-
tive, they still take a back seat in stable word com-
binations and that is why not all of them can be-
come a main element. Of course, verbs, as a main
component, take a full advantage of grammatical
options within the combinations as well.
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